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1. This paragraph needs a better heading. It's not really EDC anymore (that's just part of it).  

2. We are looking into changing the format so it is easier for the member to digest. For example: 

http://design.usaa.com/fsb/cc_fra_preemption/_model/app3-option2.asp (bottom of the 

page; rough idea). 

3. We can't completely rewrite everything we've been provided, but we can certainly try to make 

it less scary and easier to digest. 

3. Ron Renaud: I’ll defer to you on how the structure the paragraph and checkboxes. 

Suggested content: 

Electronic Delivery Consent and Agreements 

 I consent to receive notices about the status of my application and, if approved, my 

Credit Card Agreement electronically as described in the Electronic Delivery Consent. I 

have received the USAA Privacy Promise.  

 I understand and agree that my application is subject to approval by USAA Savings 

Bank in Nevada, and that if approved my Credit Card Agreement, which includes an 

Arbitration Addendum, will be subject to the laws of Nevada and of the United States of 

America, even if I reside or live elsewhere.   

 I also agree that I will be deemed to sign the Credit Card Agreement, and it will become 

effective, ten days from the date my account is opened or on the date of the first Account 

transaction, whichever date is earlier. 

Electronic Delivery Consent 

I agree to receive notices about the status of my application and, if approved, my Credit Card 

Agreement (which includes an Arbitration Addendum) electronically as described in the Electronic 

Delivery Consent.  

I understand and agree that the Credit Card Agreement will be governed by the laws of Nevadaand of 

the United States of America even if I live or reside elsewhere.  

Furthermore, I agree that I sign the Credit Card Agreement and it becomes effective ten days from the 

date the account is opened or the date of the first Account transaction, whichever date is earlier.  

I acknowledge receipt of the USAA Privacy Promise. I also authorize USAA to obtain and use consumer 

credit reports in connection with this application. 
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http://design.usaa.com/fsb/cc_fra_preemption/_model/app3-option2.asp
https://www.usaa.com/inet/gas_bank/BkStaticPages?PAGEID=bk_clo_wcm&wcmkey=banking_credit_card_electronic_delivery_consent
https://www.usaa.com/inet/gas_bank/BkStaticPages?PAGEID=bk_clo_wcm&wcmkey=module_privacy_promise
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